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Mathematical Mindsets
"This resource supports new and experienced educators who want to prepare for
and design purposeful number talks for their students; the author demonstrates
how to develop grade-level-specific strategies for addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division. Includes connections to national standards, a DVD,
reproducibles, bibliography, and index"--Provided by publisher.

Units of Study for Teaching Writing
Mathematics Learning in Early Childhood
Reflects recent developments in math education using vignettes from classrooms,
activity ideas, and strategies for teaching young children about math processes
and concepts. Incorporates standards and guidelines from NCTM and NAEYC.

Math Expressions
Math Expressions is a comprehensive standards-based K-5 mathematics curriculum
that offers new ways to teach and learn mathematics. Combining the most
powerful elements of reform mathematics with the best of traditional approaches,
Math Expressions uses objects, drawings, conceptual language, and real-world
situations to help students build mathematical ideas that make sense to them. Publisher.

Rethinking Grading
Part of a K-5 mathematics curriculum, with curriculum units for classroom use and
resources for teachers; the Investigations curriculum was developed at TERC,
formerly Technical Education Research Centers.
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California Math Expressions
In this important new book for pre- and in-service teachers, early math experts
Douglas Clements and Julie Sarama show how "learning trajectories" help teachers
become more effective professionals. By opening up new windows to seeing young
children and the inherent delight and curiosity behind their mathematical
reasoning, learning trajectories ultimately make teaching more joyous. They help
teachers understand the varying level of knowledge and thinking of their classes
and the individuals within them as key in serving the needs of all children. In
straightforward, no-nonsense language, this book summarizes what is known about
how children learn mathematics, and how to build on what they know to realize
more effective teaching practice. It will help teachers understand the learning
trajectories of early mathematics and become quintessential professionals.

Math Expressions
With a focus on children's mathematical thinking, this second edition adds new
material on the mathematical principles underlying children's strategies, a new
online video that illustrates student teacher interaction, and examines the
relationship between CGI and the Common Core State Standards for Mathematics.

Algebra 1
A Guide for Teachers
The Creative Curriculum comes alive! This videotape-winner of the 1989 Silver
Apple Award at the National Educational Film and Video Festival-demonstrates how
teachers set the stage for learning by creating a dynamic well-organized
environment. It shows children involved in seven of the interest areas in the The
Creative Curriculum and explains how they learn in each area. Everyone conducts
in-service training workshops for staff and parents or who teaches early childhood
education courses will find the video an indispensable tool for explainin
appropriate practice.

Math Expressions
Math Expressions
Banish math anxiety and give students of all ages a clear roadmap to success
Mathematical Mindsets provides practical strategies and activities to help teachers
and parents show all children, even those who are convinced that they are bad at
math, that they can enjoy and succeed in math. Jo Boaler—Stanford researcher,
professor of math education, and expert on math learning—has studied why
students don't like math and often fail in math classes. She's followed thousands of
students through middle and high schools to study how they learn and to find the
most effective ways to unleash the math potential in all students. There is a clear
gap between what research has shown to work in teaching math and what
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happens in schools and at home. This book bridges that gap by turning research
findings into practical activities and advice. Boaler translates Carol Dweck's
concept of 'mindset' into math teaching and parenting strategies, showing how
students can go from self-doubt to strong self-confidence, which is so important to
math learning. Boaler reveals the steps that must be taken by schools and parents
to improve math education for all. Mathematical Mindsets: Explains how the brain
processes mathematics learning Reveals how to turn mistakes and struggles into
valuable learning experiences Provides examples of rich mathematical activities to
replace rote learning Explains ways to give students a positive math mindset Gives
examples of how assessment and grading policies need to change to support real
understanding Scores of students hate and fear math, so they end up leaving
school without an understanding of basic mathematical concepts. Their evasion
and departure hinders math-related pathways and STEM career opportunities.
Research has shown very clear methods to change this phenomena, but the
information has been confined to research journals—until now. Mathematical
Mindsets provides a proven, practical roadmap to mathematics success for any
student at any age.

Principles to Actions
Units of Study for Teaching Reading
This series of books is designed to help kindergarten teachers teach a yearlong
reading curriculum.

Co-Teaching Do's, Don'ts, and Do Betters
Children's Mathematics
Investigations in Number, Data, and Space
GO Math! combines fresh teaching approaches with never before seen components
that offer everything needed to address the rigors of new standards and
assessments. The new Standards Practice Book, packaged with the Student
Edition, helps students achieve fluency, speed, and confidence with grade-level
concepts. GO Math! is the first K-6 math program written to align with the Common
Core. With GO Math! you will hit the ground running and have everything you need
to teach the Common Core State Standards. GO Math! combines fresh teaching
approaches with everything needed to address the rigors of the Common Core
Standards. Using a unique write-in student text at every grade, students represent,
solve, and explain -- all in one place. - Publisher.

Math Expressions
Developing Number Concepts: Counting, comparing, and
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pattern
This set provides the consumable Student Edition, Volume 1, which contains
everything students need to build conceptual understanding, application, and
procedural skill and fluency with math content organized to address CCSS.
Students engage in learning with write-in text on vocabulary support and
homework pages, and real-world problem-solving investigations.

The Fly on the Ceiling
Grading systems often reward on-time task completion and penalize
disorganization and bad behavior. Despite our best intentions, grades seem to
reflect student compliance more than student learning and engagement. In the
process, we inadvertently subvert the learning process. After careful research and
years of experiences with grading as a teacher and a parent, Cathy Vatterott
examines and debunks traditional practices and policies of grading in K–12 schools.
She offers a new paradigm for standards-based grading that focuses on student
mastery of content and gives concrete examples from elementary, middle, and
high schools. Rethinking Grading will show all educators how standards-based
grading can authentically reflect student progress and learning—and significantly
improve both teaching and learning. Cathy Vatterott is an education professor and
researcher at the University of Missouri-St. Louis, a former middle school teacher
and principal, and a parent of a college graduate. She has learned from her
workshops that "grading continues to be the most contentious part . . . conjuring
up the most intense emotions and heated disagreements." Vatterott is also the
author of the book Rethinking Homework: Best Practices That Support Diverse
Needs.

Ready
This series of books is designed to help upper-elementary teachers teach a
rigourous yearlong writing curriculum.

Eureka Math Pre-K Study Guide
Eureka Math Grade K Study Guide
Math Expressions
An innovative instructional solution that develops students' understanding of the
Common Core State Standards in an interactive format while addressing the
Standards for Mathematical Practice.

Understanding by Design
This easy-to-read summary is an excellent tool for introducing others to the
messages contained in Principles and Standards.
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Big Ideas Math
Math Expressions
This text offers guidance to teachers, mathematics coaches, administrators,
parents, and policymakers. This book: provides a research-based description of
eight essential mathematics teaching practices ; describes the conditions,
structures, and policies that must support the teaching practices ; builds on
NCTM's Principles and Standards for School Mathematics and supports
implementation of the Common Core State Standards for Mathematics to attain
much higher levels of mathematics achievement for all students ; identifies
obstacles, unproductive and productive beliefs, and key actions that must be
understood, acknowledged, and addressed by all stakeholders ; encourages
teachers of mathematics to engage students in mathematical thinking, reasoning,
and sense making to significantly strengthen teaching and learning.

The Young Child and Mathematics
Number Talks
Addition and Subtraction Facts
The Math in Practice series supports teachers, administrators, and entire school
communities as they rethink the teaching of mathematics in grades K-5. The series
contains a Teacher's Guide, Administrator's Guide, and grade level books for
grades K-5 which provide lesson ideas, teaching tips, and practice activities. --

Go Math! Grade 4
Eureka Math is a comprehensive, content-rich PreK–12 curriculum that follows the
focus and coherence of the Common Core State Standards in Mathematics
(CCSSM) and carefully sequences the mathematical progressions into expertly
crafted instructional modules. The companion Study Guides to Eureka Math gather
the key components of the curriculum for each grade into a single location,
unpacking the standards in detail so that both users and non-users of Eureka Math
can benefit equally from the content presented. Each of the Eureka Math
Curriculum Study Guides includes narratives that provide educators with an
overview of what students should be learning throughout the year, information on
alignment to the instructional shifts and the standards, design of curricular
components, approaches to differentiated instruction, and descriptions of
mathematical models. The Study Guides can serve as either a self-study
professional development resource or as the basis for a deep group study of the
standards for a particular grade. For teachers who are new to the classroom or the
standards, the Study Guides introduce them not only to Eureka Math but also to
the content of the grade level in a way they will find manageable and useful.
Teachers familiar with the Eureka Math curriculum will also find this resource
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valuable as it allows for a meaningful study of the grade level content in a way that
highlights the coherence between modules and topics. The Study Guides allow
teachers to obtain a firm grasp on what it is that students should master during the
year. The Eureka Math Curriculum Study Guide, Grade K provides an overview of
all of the Kindergarten modules, including Numbers to 10; Two-Dimensional and
Three-Dimensional Shapes; Comparison of Length, Weight, Capacity, and Numbers
to 10; Number Pairs, Addition and Subtraction to 10; Numbers 10–20 and Counting
to 10; and Analyzing Comparing and Composing Shapes.

Go Math!, Grade 3
Teaching resources for each grade: Adequate yearly progress assessment guide ;
Building vocabulary [book and flash cards] ; English learners handbook ; Practice
workbook ; Test prep transparencies ; Transparency sampler -- General resources:
Combination classroom planning guide (grades K-3 and 3-6) ; Daily math flip chart
sampler, Kindergarten-grade 6 ; Every day counts: every day in pre-K: math ; Every
day counts: calendar math (sampler for grades K-6) ; Intervention (strand P3,
strand 4) ; Knowing mathematics ; Literature library (with activity guides) ; Math
songs for young learners [compac disc] ; Read-aloud anthology big books ;
Technology preview [CD-ROM] ; Transparencies ; Unit Resources, unit 1.

Into Math
Learning and Teaching Early Math
Never lose another Flash Card again! Help children develop understanding,
mastery, and recall of related facts. Includes 156 addition and subtraction facts
through 12 + 12 and 24 - 12 in a vertical format. Addition problems are on one
side, subtraction problems are on the other side. Features helpful learning hints
plus an addition chart. Great for individual use or small and large group instruction.

Big Ideas Math
Early childhood mathematics is vitally important for young children's present and
future educational success. Research demonstrates that virtually all young children
have the capability to learn and become competent in mathematics. Furthermore,
young children enjoy their early informal experiences with mathematics.
Unfortunately, many children's potential in mathematics is not fully realized,
especially those children who are economically disadvantaged. This is due, in part,
to a lack of opportunities to learn mathematics in early childhood settings or
through everyday experiences in the home and in their communities.
Improvements in early childhood mathematics education can provide young
children with the foundation for school success. Relying on a comprehensive
review of the research, Mathematics Learning in Early Childhood lays out the
critical areas that should be the focus of young children's early mathematics
education, explores the extent to which they are currently being incorporated in
early childhood settings, and identifies the changes needed to improve the quality
of mathematics experiences for young children. This book serves as a call to action
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to improve the state of early childhood mathematics. It will be especially useful for
policy makers and practitioners-those who work directly with children and their
families in shaping the policies that affect the education of young children.

Creative Curriculum
Co-teaching has been increasingly adopted to support students in the general
education classroom. After 20 years of field testing, we know what works--and
what doesn't. In this practical guide, co-teaching and inclusion experts Toby J.
Karten and Wendy W. Murawski detail the best practices for successful co-teaching
and ways to troubleshoot common pitfalls. This book addresses the do's, don'ts,
and do betters of * The co-teaching relationship and collaborative roles. * Coplanning instruction and assessment. * Co-teaching in action. * Academic and
behavioral supports and interventions. * Collaborative reflections, improvements,
and celebrations. Readers will gain valuable insights on what to start doing, what
to stop doing, and how to improve their co-teaching practices to better reach all
students.

McGraw-Hill My Math, Grade 3, Student Edition
Teaching Kindergarten Math
Developing number concepts (grades prep-2) :DS21882.

Houghton Mifflin Math
Principles and Standards for School Mathematics
Presents a multifaceted model of understanding, which is based on the premise
that people can demonstrate understanding in a variety of ways.

Houghton Mifflin Mathematics, California Edition
A story about how the very messy French philosopher, Renâe Descartes, invented
an ingenious way to keep track of his possessions.
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